For years, a diplomatic mystery spanning multiple countries—involving speculation about foreign adversary attacks and high-tech, undetectable weapons—vexed U.S. officials. The mystery began in late 2016, when diplomats and intelligence officers at the U.S. embassy in Cuba reported hearing strange sounds, followed by headaches, dizziness, blurred vision, and memory loss. Since then, similar incidents—which the U.S. government has termed anomalous health incidents but are colloquially known as Havana Syndrome—have been reported by U.S. government personnel in 70 different countries, including China and Russia.

Debate has raged within U.S. government agencies over whether such events are merely a medical anomaly or actually the product of a nation-state or nonstate actor attack on U.S. officials around the globe. The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and the U.S. Department of State have established numerous panels and analytical teams to investigate the cause of the incidents. No U.S. rival has taken public responsibility. The incidents sent the intelligence and diplomatic communities into a years-long tailspin involving more questions than answers. In March 2023, the U.S. Intelligence Community (IC) judged that it was unlikely or very unlikely that a foreign adversary bore responsibility for Havana

KEY FINDINGS

- The ability of the United States to respond effectively to a threat is limited when the attribution, nature, and method of the threat are ambiguous.
- Maintaining this level of ambiguity likely constrains the scale at which U.S. adversaries can deploy these approaches, but the costs the approaches impose can be large.
- Despite the appeal of other deterrence or punishment strategies, denial-by-defense is likely to be the only approach capable of reducing the efficacy of these threats.
Structure of This Report

The report begins with a brief discussion of the deterrence and compellence literature. We develop a simple framework to understand deterrence and compellence approaches in the context of our three case studies. In the subsequent sections, we briefly explore, for each case, how these approaches could be applied to deter, dissuade, or compel an end to violence to U.S. interests from unknown threat actors. The report concludes with a brief discussion of the implications for U.S. government policymakers on how to address such threats going forward.

Understanding Deterrence and Compellence

In the cases of Havana Syndrome, SolarWinds, and Chinese government engagement with organized crime, the U.S. government is seeking to prevent or stop hostile foreign actors from taking actions that are harmful to its people, institutions, and interests. At their core, U.S. strategies to respond to threats from adversaries typically seek to reduce the prospective benefits or increase the prospective costs of an adversary’s attack to persuade an adversary to avoid taking unwanted actions. If an adversary’s aggression is already underway, states will seek to compel their rivals to stop taking such actions or pursue an alternative approach.

But how can states deter an adversary from violence—or compel such violence to end—if the aggressor successfully masks their role in perpetrating the violence and creates uncertainty about whether violence has even occurred?

Beyond the academic debate, this challenge has become an increasingly prominent issue in modern competitive statecraft, particularly in terms of how states and nonstate actors signal and shape the behavior of rivals short of outright, conventional war. The further development of cyberspace and other types of nonlethal, indirect weapons may prompt these sorts of unattributable incidents to occur with greater frequency in the future.

This report is a preliminary, exploratory analysis that examines the applicability of existing baseline concepts for deterrence and compellence in the context of three contemporary short case studies, in which attacks against U.S. interests are believed to have occurred through origins that are unknown or uncertain and in which questions remain regarding whether coercive violence was actually deployed. In addition to Havana Syndrome, we also explore the SolarWinds breach, in which hackers believed to be linked to Russian intelligence targeted American companies and U.S. government agencies, and the Chinese Communist Party’s connections to organized crime syndicates around the world. We do not explore these cases in significant depth or detail. We focus primarily on examining the unique characteristics of each case that make deterrence and compellence difficult.
era, given the nature of contemporary threats. We briefly review these strategies below. Table 1 provides a short summary.

### Denial by Defense

Denial by defense seeks to prevent an adversary’s action by “making it infeasible or unlikely to succeed.” This typically includes the hardening of the potential targets of attacks, whether through enhanced security (e.g., cybersecurity) or resilience (e.g., social resilience of a population). In addition, where feasible, denial by defense includes the development of capabilities to actively counter the offensive capabilities of adversaries (e.g., countercyber operations, the development of local proxy forces, control of the information environment). Denial by defense features in compellence strategies as well by making an adversary’s ongoing aggression unlikely to succeed. For example, air forces may use airstrikes to compel an adversary to stop fighting by interdicting military supplies and destroying key military infrastructure.

### Threat of Punishment

In contrast, the threat of punishment operates by threatening to impose severe penalties on an adversary if they attack. These threats can be public, with the defender making public statements declaring its intent to take a specific response in response to an aggressor’s action (e.g., a threat to impose sanctions), or taking actions (e.g., mobilizing troops) that are deliberately costly. Private threats (sometimes referred to as secret diplomacy) can also signal a defender’s intent to carry out specific punitive actions in response to an adversary’s aggression. For deterrent threats to be effective, the potential aggressor must “view the defender’s threats as credible and intimidating.” Threat of punishment also features compellence strategies. For example, returning to the airpower example, air forces use airstrikes to inflict pain on adversaries, but such strikes also signal a defender’s intent to escalate and cause future pain if an aggressor does not stop taking the unwanted action.

### Entanglement

Entanglement involves a general set of strategies in which a defender establishes relationships with an attacker such that the attacker “will refrain from launching attacks because they themselves will incur costs too.” One mechanism is through structural entanglement, in which a defender’s interdependencies with an attacker (e.g., economic or technological interdependence) means that any attack by an adversary runs the risk of directly affecting that adversary as well. A more active and adversary-specific approach to entanglement is inducement, in which such benefits as confidence-building measures and capacity-building assistance could be removed if an attack occurs.

---

**Table 1**

Strategies of Deterrence and Compellence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Denial by defense</td>
<td>Actions that reduce the benefit expected from an attack</td>
<td>Development of defenses, development of counteroffensive capabilities, interdiction of military supplies, destruction of military infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threat of punishment</td>
<td>Threats that communicate punitive actions will be taken in response to certain adversary actions</td>
<td>Threat of sanctions, the threat of nuclear escalation, other actions that signal an intention to inflict future pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entanglement</td>
<td>Structures that ensure an attack will also impose costs on the attacker</td>
<td>Structures that create economic or technological interdependence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normative taboos</td>
<td>Imposition of reputational costs that damage the soft power of an adversary</td>
<td>Public disclosure of information</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For example, U.S. officials suspect that Havana Syndrome was an instance of true confusion on attribution. SolarWinds featured attribution to a state that is fairly evident but still difficult to prove. The Chinese mafia case is an example in which the state sponsor is known and could stop the activity but is choosing not to do so.

The subsequent three sections follow the same structure. After a short overview of the context and basic facts of each case, we briefly explore the threat using this simple, three-part framework (attribution, sponsorship, motivation) to illustrate the difficulties of responding to threats from unknown or uncertain origins. We then discuss how the lack of a clear understanding in attribution, sponsorship, and motivation makes each of the four response options discussed above difficult for U.S. policymakers to execute.

**Havana Syndrome**

Since 2016, approximately 1,000 U.S. officials deployed overseas have experienced unexplained headaches, dizziness, or memory loss—a series of symptoms that, in some cases, have been reported to cause long-lasting and debilitating injuries. The first public reports of the incidents were from the U.S. embassy in Cuba in 2016, from which the term Havana Syndrome was coined. However, since then, public reporting has emerged on similar incidents at U.S. overseas missions in Austria, China, India, Russia, Serbia, and Vietnam and even on U.S. soil.

The United States is now investigating whether the Havana Syndrome might be the result of the actions, deliberate or otherwise, of a foreign power. In February 2022, an IC scientific panel of experts concluded that the injuries suffered by people in this smaller subset of cases were most likely caused by “pulsed electromagnetic energy, particularly in the radiofrequency range.” The findings of this panel expanded on a 2020 report from the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine (NASEM), which also found that pulsed electromagnetic energy was the most plausible explanation for the injuries.
In March 2023, the IC released an updated assessment in which seven intelligence agencies judged that it was unlikely or very unlikely that a foreign adversary bore responsibility for Havana Syndrome. Agencies varied from low confidence to moderate to high confidence in this judgment. The IC has thus not yet reached consensus on the issue, and some ambiguity remains.

Regardless of whether a state actor was responsible, the potency of a threat like Havana Syndrome is primarily in the uncertainty it creates for U.S. government personnel deployed abroad and the bureaucratic time and energy that U.S. diplomatic and intelligence agencies must spend trying to muster a response with little information. Whether or not Havana Syndrome is a global phenomenon, whether it affected only two dozen people, or whether it affected no one at all is, in some ways, not the most important thing. An adversary needs only to create the perception that it has the ability to clandestinely use technology to harm U.S. personnel at U.S. embassies around the world for such a coercive attack to have its desired effect.

Response Options

This subsection discusses the feasibility of options that the United States could incorporate into a tailored response to Havana Syndrome—or attacks in which the actor is unknown and uses low-technological means that are difficult to detect. U.S. options for deterring the possible antagonist in the Havana Syndrome incidents, as with all threats from potential aggressors, are determined by the unique characteristics of the threat:

- **Attribution**: The perpetrator, if there is indeed a foreign actor involved, is unknown because the possible technology causing the symptoms is poorly understood and because similar symptomology is associated with other environmental and medical characteristics.
- **Sponsorship**: The attacks could be state-sponsored, given the sophistication of the incidents and the similarity of the symptomology to injuries experienced at the U.S. embassy in Moscow in the 1960s, but the type of perpetrator (e.g., state, proxy, nonstate) is currently unknown. Attacks have been reported to occur on every continent, including within China, Russia, and the United States, obfuscating the identity of the sponsor. If the incidents were state-sponsored, it would be difficult for any service or entity to operate without the knowledge of the host intelligence service.

• **Motivation**: The incidents may be occurring as an unintended consequence of an espionage effort, a deliberate attempt to harm U.S. officials, or both or for another reason altogether. Individuals with certain profiles (e.g., IC personnel) have purportedly been specifically targeted.

Denial by Defense

A denial by defense response to Havana Syndrome or incidents with similar characteristics would harden the force by developing or implementing the technologies and behaviors to detect and deflect pulsed electromagnetic energy—thought to be the most likely source of the attacks. Detection would enhance the U.S. ability to identify additional information in real time about the cause and source of the attack. Deflection would harden U.S. personnel and facilities to deny the adversary confidence in the expected benefit of an attack.

Enhancing U.S. capabilities to detect Havana Syndrome would deny the adversary the ability to conduct attacks on U.S. personnel in a clandestine manner (a critical component of the nature of the threat), potentially increasing their chances of being discovered. For example, the NASEM report highlights the importance of taking steps to detect a possible attack if and when it occurs. The report notes:

> Tremendous advances are being made in sensor technology that provide the means for stationary, personal, or wearable devices that capture signal or material or both for evaluating the presence of chemical, biological, or physical agents.30

DoD has sought to develop a “wearable RF [radio frequency] detector to signal and document exposure to injurious levels of RF energy.”31 “Such
sensors could be randomly and routinely deployed or be available for response under circumstances when there is concern” about possible Havana Syndrome incidents.32

In addition to detection, deflecting the attack from U.S. personnel would reduce the expected benefit an adversary gains from the attack. For example, U.S. government buildings and facilities could be hardened against attack. Behavioral adaptations for deployed U.S. personnel, such as “getting off the X”—immediately leaving the area where symptoms are experienced—may also be an effective way to “stop the symptoms and limit their lasting severity,” again denying a possible adversary the expected benefits of an attack.33

Increasing detection capabilities, hardening U.S. facilities and personnel, and encouraging behavioral adaptation are relatively simple solutions that could be pursued as part of a denial-by-defense approach, although hardening all locations where U.S. personnel are present that an adversary could target would be costly. While such denial measures are unlikely to comprehensively block a determined adversary employing pulsed electromagnetic energy against U.S. deployed personnel, they may provide some measure of protection and have the added benefit of providing psychological benefits for deployed U.S. personnel.

**Threat of Punishment**

The threat of punishment is extremely difficult without clear attribution. The United States cannot issue clear threats of punishment in response to given actions without being certain of who the actor is. In the case of Havana Syndrome or incidents with similar characteristics, the aggressor’s role cannot be clearly identified or proved in a specific event or action. Moreover, because Havana Syndrome incidents have unfolded slowly and steadily over the course of seven years, no one incident has proven to be a “rallying point” for the threat of punishment.34

However, as Joseph Nye notes in his analysis of the challenges of cyber attribution, “attribution is a matter of degree . . . the problem of attribution should not be belittled, but imperfect attribution does not prevent some degree of threat of punishment.”35 For example, U.S. officials have long considered Russia a leading suspect in the Havana Syndrome incidents. Analysts have also reasoned that conducting an attack like the Havana Syndrome is consistent with Russia’s past attacks—such as the use of traceable radioactive poisons to kill or attempt to kill individuals in foreign countries, including in Europe.36 Russia has both the means and the motives to carry out such an attack—indeed, the Soviet Union targeted the U.S. embassy in Moscow with microwaves for decades.37 However, Russia having these capabilities and intentions does not provide sufficient grounds for the United States to issue a threat directed at Moscow publicly.

However, even with imperfect attribution, U.S. officials may use private threats to articulate precisely what they are reacting to and what they will do in response if the suspected behavior does not stop. For example, when CIA Director William Burns traveled to Moscow in December 2021, he raised the issue of the health incidents and said, “if Russia was found responsible, there would be consequences.”38

Still, there are significant risks to issuing even private threats of punishment without a reasonable measure of certainty about who is responsible for the attack. Particularly with peer adversaries, issuing threats of punishment risks escalation. Going after the wrong adversary in public could also play into the real perpetrator’s intent—to generate confusion and make U.S. officials look incompetent. Attribution is a significant factor in deterrence by threat of punishment and, thus, is largely infeasible for Havana Syndrome when U.S. officials remain uncertain about who is conducting the attacks, if anyone.

**Entanglement**

Entanglement seeks to leverage the interdependencies between attackers and victims to impose costs on the attacker for conducting the attack. Unlike deterrence by threat of punishment, some degree of attribution or a full understanding of an adversary’s specific motivation is not entirely necessary for entanglement to work. For example, in the case of Havana Syndrome or incidents with similar characteristics, the ability of all countries to provide services to citizens around the world and conduct diplomacy depends
heavily on the safety and security of diplomats serving in embassies overseas. Keeping diplomats abroad safe is highly valuable to most nations. All countries benefit from this status quo and its continuation.

One method of entanglement would be, for example, to mobilize the international community to affirm their commitment to keeping diplomats safe and repudiate attacks against diplomatic personnel working in embassies overseas—perhaps through a United Nations General Assembly vote or other public declaration. Nations that did not sign on would be marginalized and perceived to be involved in such behavior. It is possible that nations would sign onto a pact and still perpetrate attacks against deployed U.S. personnel. However, an entanglement strategy would raise the risks of doing so because it would make discovery of a country’s involvement all the more damaging.

Normative Taboos
Normative considerations can deter actions by imposing reputational costs on aggressors that outweigh the value gained from an attack. However, like deterrence by threat of punishment, “naming and shaming” is almost impossible without attribution. There are certainly norms against attacking adversary’s diplomats and spies. During the Cold War, for example, the United States and the Soviet Union operated under an understanding known as the “Moscow Rules,” under which both countries agreed not to target each other’s intelligence officers or diplomats with physical attacks.39 However, for the costs of breaking the taboo to outweigh the benefits gained, an attacker must be able to be publicly identified and subjected to widespread international condemnation.

In the case of Havana Syndrome or incidents with similar characteristics, the IC does not have information connecting the incidents to a perpetrator it feels sufficiently confident in to release publicly. The government may also be reluctant to release too much information to the public because doing so could reveal techniques for detecting and countering the attacks. If the government suspected an adversary in the attacks but did not have information to definitively accuse them publicly, U.S. officials could accuse the actor privately and leak that fact that they blamed them publicly—potentially the thinking behind New York Times reporting of CIA Director Burns’ private threat to Moscow on Havana Syndrome.40 In this way, the target could potentially gain some of the benefits of naming and shaming without having to admit outright that they were not fully confident in their accusation.

SolarWinds
In late 2020, evidence began to emerge that SolarWinds’ Orion software, which monitors and manages access on private sector and federal networks, had been hacked.41 SolarWinds is an software and information technology company headquartered in the United States that provides services to nearly all Fortune 500 companies and multiple federal agencies. This was the largest confirmed digital supply chain attack, in which a compromised computer system propagated the threat to downstream clients. The malware was hidden inside a routine software update, which SolarWinds estimates 18,000 Orion customers downloaded between March and June 2020.42 Unlike other cybercrime, this attack was unusual in that it does not appear that financial institutions were the primary targets. Instead, the hackers accessed U.S. federal departments and agencies, including the departments of Defense, State, and Justice, as well as 37 defense industry companies.43

The attackers were highly sophisticated and, as a result, there is still uncertainty surrounding who was responsible for the attacks.44 The code was wiped of any country-of-origin signifiers, and the attackers reverse-engineered SolarWinds’ communication protocols with servers, mimicking the company’s syntax and formats. In fact, the attack was first detected only when an employee with FireEye, a cybersecurity firm using Orion, happened to notice that a colleague had two phones registered on their network.45 The U.S. government says it confirmed that the actor that perpetrated the attack was Cozy Bear, a hacker group associated with the Russian Foreign Intelligence Service. However, Russia has denied responsibility.46
Another shade of sponsorship may be if a state sponsor, such as Russia, has the ability to control Cozy Bear but chose not to do so.

- **Motivation**: The attackers selected around 100 largely government or government-affiliated targets for exploitation. There is little evidence that they altered information on affected networks. Consequently, SolarWinds appears to be an espionage campaign, although it is unclear whether the actor left additional, unknown malware while it had access or if it has the intent to alter or destroy data in the future.

**Denial by Defense**

Denial by defense would harden U.S. government and private-sector companies’ digital networks to deny an adversary confidence in the expected benefit of a cyberattack. In the aftermath of SolarWinds, affected companies and agencies increased funding for cybersecurity, adopted Zero Trust frameworks for digital acquisition and interaction, and increased information-sharing related to cyber threats. In a 2021 survey, 90 percent of cybersecurity respondents reported that their company’s security posture had improved in response to SolarWinds and other hacks since 2020 such that the companies are more likely to share best practices with other organizations now. The U.S. federal government established cyber unified coordination groups, which enhanced interagency cooperation and coordination with the private sector. The Biden administration issued an Executive Order to remove barriers to sharing information on threats, standardize federal responses to cyber incidents, and establish the Cyber Safety Review Board. Nevertheless, cyber defenses are typically penetrable and generally fail to stop all attacks. But building cyber resilience and the organizational capacity to recover quickly and fully can reduce the incentive of an attack by making it look futile. Strong defenses can also raise the cost of a cyberattack and the risk of discovery—factors that drive the expected benefits for an attacker down.

**Response Options**

Like Havana Syndrome, the SolarWinds attack was a threat of uncertain origin, and there were questions regarding whether coercive violence was actually deployed. U.S. options for deterring the possible antagonist in the SolarWind attacks are determined by the unique characteristics of the threat:

- **Attribution**: The U.S. government claims that the hackers were linked to the Russian foreign intelligence service. However, the attacker did an impressive job of wiping any possible digital trails, such that specific, unclassified attribution may not be possible.

- **Sponsorship**: Given the attack’s sophistication, the threat actor is likely state-sponsored. Russia has denied responsibility, and there is no public dispositive evidence of sponsorship.
Threat of Punishment

Despite Moscow’s denials of its involvement in the cyberattack, the Biden administration imposed sanctions on Russia in retaliation for the SolarWinds breach. However, to blur its own role, Russia is skilled at using nonstate or quasi-state actors as proxies for its own policies in cyberspace. The U.S. government was not able to definitively link Moscow to the attack in public. Meanwhile, Cozy Bear—the hacking group purportedly responsible for the attack—has continued to operate. The United Kingdom’s National Cyber Security Centre and Canada’s Communications Security Establishment found that the group was attempting to steal information related to coronavirus 2019 vaccine development. The group also breached Synnex, an information technology contractor providing services to the Republican National Committee in July 2021. Retaliatory threats of punishment will be less effective in cyberspace, where the identity of the attacker and the extent of its association with the Russian state are uncertain.

Entanglement

The United States and Russia jointly signed the United Nations cyber norms agreement in October 2021. The agreement reaffirmed that states should not hack each other’s critical infrastructure in peacetime or shelter cyber criminals who conduct attacks on other countries. That act broke decades of stalemate between Washington and Moscow over internet governance, although the agreement itself does not commit signatories to specific actions or policies. In particular, the agreement does not address the problem of anonymity in cyberspace, which incentivizes deniable intrusion. Moreover, the Russia-Ukraine war has prevented further discussions to deepen the agreement.

Normative Taboos

Attempts to name and shame Cozy Bear and Russia have not stopped further cyberattacks. Indeed, CrowdStrike noted that hacker groups with links to governments in Turkey, India, Pakistan, Colombia, and others have joined Russia, China, Iran, and North Korea in launching cyber intrusions and attacks on enemies. Moreover, Chinese and Russian cyber strategy is predicated on the belief that they are subject to persistent cyberattacks from supposedly superior U.S. hackers.

Chinese Government Connections to Organized Crime

In July 2019, groups of armed and masked men attacked prodemocracy demonstrators returning from protests in Hong Kong. Analysts wrote that these men were low-level Chinese mafia affiliates who had been paid by the Hong Kong and Chinese governments to target and terrorize the demonstrators. Demonstrators who participated in Hong Kong’s prodemocracy Umbrella Movement in 2014 were also attacked by alleged Chinese mafia members. The Chinese government has reportedly employed organized crime affiliates to similar effect in Taiwan, Australia, and Mainland China. Chinese organized crime is also active in the international narcotics trade. The Chinese government does not disrupt the mafia’s control of the production and distribution of fentanyl’s precursors to other countries, including the United States (via Mexico), and Chinese organized crime is also central to trade-based money laundering schemes.

Beijing has disavowed any direct relationship with these groups and is, in fact, claims to be targeting Chinese mafia affiliates operating abroad via Chinese Ministry of State Security operations. Despite these claims, it is clear that the Chinese government benefits from these groups, leveraging their networks to wield political influence abroad and also to support legitimate economic activity.

While target governments can pursue and prosecute criminal groups operating within their countries, assistance from the Chinese government is essential to cutting off domestic sources of funding and support. Beijing is reluctant to do so unless its direct economic or security interests are at stake. For example, through its legal front operations, Chinese organized crime provides services to Chinese businesses abroad connected with government officials and the Chinese Communist Party.
always claim the individuals were acting on their own, and, indeed, such activities as drug smuggling fully align with these organizations’ interests. Furthermore, such activities as intimidating political dissidents or beating up protesters present target nations with a resource-intensive policing problem. It is impossible to fully identify, let alone protect, all potential targets from these criminal organizations. Although China gains significantly from quieting unwanted political dissent from these operations, the target country’s gains are much more limited.74

**Entanglement**

China generally views organized crime as the target country’s problem, and Beijing has been reluctant to cooperate on transnational policing. Securing that cooperation also raises difficult policy and human rights questions, given China’s authoritarian political system. For example, the United States, Canada, Australia, the United Kingdom, France, and New Zealand recently suspended extradition treaties with Hong Kong, fearing that Beijing would use this mechanism to pursue political dissidents overseas.75 China suspended its cooperation on extradition in turn and would likely demand a policy reversal to secure its help in prosecuting criminal organizations.

**Normative Taboos**

Naming and shaming requires clear attribution and mutually agreed on standards. Neither exists in this case. Chinese officials employ organized crime to avoid political blowback and to deny involvement. Disagreement over the legitimacy of dissent means that accusations and evidence of political and human rights abuses may not generate sufficient opprobrium among international audiences. However, if the Chinese government can control the organized criminal group but chooses not to, the United States might be able to hold China equally responsible.

**Policy Implications**

The United States is limited in its ability to effectively respond to threats in which the attribution, nature, and method of the threat are ambiguous. Maintaining this level of ambiguity likely constrains...
the scale at which U.S. adversaries can deploy these approaches, but the cost imposed in the three case studies surveyed here—Havana Syndrome, SolarWinds, and China’s use of criminal organizations—demonstrates that these threats should be taken seriously.

In addition to illustrating that this approach to competition may be more widespread than just Havana Syndrome, our analysis of these three cases produced new insights on the potential efficacy of the four response options. These core findings follow directly from Table 2, which summarizes the insights for the three case studies.

Implications for Strategies of Deterrence and Compellence

Denial by Defense

**Ambiguity increases the cost of deterrence by denial.** Each case featured some degree of uncertainty about the adversary’s method of attack. Moreover, potential targets were numerous, broadly distributed, and vulnerable. The adversary also set the place, time, and pace of the attack. This offensive advantage for the adversary made attacks difficult to forecast and required comprehensive defense or denial. These conditions make denial by defense both financially expensive and logistically complicated to implement. While hardening all targets may be impractical, denial by defense can negate some or much of the intended effect. Moreover, active denial that deliberately leaves certain objects vulnerable to attack could be beneficial. Honeypot computer systems, for example, are deliberately set up to attract attacks that defenders can then analyze.76

**Threat of Punishment**

Retaliatory threats of punishment are less likely to be effective when the method and identity of the attacker are uncertain. In each case, clearly identifying the attacker, then unambiguously linking the attacker to possible sponsors, is challenging. Without this critical information, publicly issuing a clear and credible deterrent threat—including specifics on what the United States plans to do to whom in response to what—is difficult. Sponsors can always deny the operations while still reaping their benefits.77 Targets may attempt to compel the attacker to stop its behavior by inflicting pain and promising future pain, such as by responding in kind by launching similar operations against a suspected sponsor or responding horizontally, in another domain. However, without certainty about the identity of the attacker, the target risks escalation and will likely fail to muster the international support necessary for effective punishment.

**Entanglement**

Competing powers might take a general interest in arrangements that maintain the stability of the status quo, but undetected cheating still confers advantages. Entanglement is challenging because it relies on having an adversary who prefers the status quo, sees benefits to its continuation, and perceives that it has something valuable to lose by attacking. In all three cases, the adversary has a general interest in

### Table 2
Possible Response Options

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Havana Syndrome</th>
<th>SolarWinds</th>
<th>Organized Crime</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Denial by defense</strong></td>
<td>Increase detection and deflection capability</td>
<td>Enhance cybersecurity</td>
<td>Pursue criminal prosecution in third countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Threat of punishment</strong></td>
<td>Issue retaliatory threats in public or private</td>
<td>Impose sanctions</td>
<td>Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Entanglement</strong></td>
<td>Promote mutual dependence on safe diplomatic operations overseas</td>
<td>Promote mutual dependence on cyber stability</td>
<td>Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Normative taboos</strong></td>
<td>Name and shame</td>
<td>Name and shame</td>
<td>Name and shame</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Enforcing norms without attribution is difficult, and rivals may perceive that violation does not result in prohibitive reputational costs. Gathering the support of other countries to define standards of acceptable behavior and attaching clear punishments for violation are feasible and potentially effective in these cases, particularly as third-party nationals have been affected directly or indirectly in each case. The challenge here is twofold. First, without clear attribution, it is not possible to impose reputational costs. If attackers and sponsors are known, publicizing that information could garner the normative support of other countries and isolate the activities’ sponsors, although revealing the evidence for either step may undermine intelligence-gathering techniques. Moreover, it is possible that the reputational costs of these norms may be insufficient to dissuade the attackers. China, for example, probably cares much more about the benefits of silencing overseas dissidents through proxy violence than local law enforcement does about protecting those under its jurisdiction from seemingly random violence. The SolarWinds hackers took advantage of the fact that, even among organizations working with sensitive information, cybersecurity is often a much lower priority than efficiency and convenience.

Concluding Thoughts

This report explored the applicability of existing baseline concepts for deterrence and compellence to three brief contemporary case studies of coercive violence from unknown or uncertain origins: Havana Syndrome, SolarWinds, and the Chinese mafia. Few of the standard tools are effective against the types of threats these three cases represent. Similar to classic studies, we found that denial-by-defense strategies are more reliable than punishment strategies. Threat-of-punishment and norms strategies are more difficult. The United States cannot issue clear threats to respond to given actions when it has little certainty about who is conducting the actions. The United States also cannot rally international condemnation of given actions without being certain who the actor is.
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